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Labeling Theory in Relation to Juvenile Delinquency;
A Critical Analysis
ADVISOR: J. D. SMITH
The purpose of this discussion is to critically examine
the issues and concerns surrounding the labeling perspective
in order to determine its theoretical validity in relation to
juvenile delinquency. The labeling perspective, a sociological
theory of deviance, attempts to explain crime and deviance as
being created or caused by society. That is, the labeling
theorists believe that a juvenile delinquent is not considered
a delinquent based on his actions, but is considered a delin¬
quent because society and social controllers (the police, juve¬
nile court, juvenile corrections) view his actions as such. It
is this assumption that the process of labeling may actually re¬
inforce or create deviant behavior that has created controversial
issues with respect to the labeling perspective. Whether or not
the juvenile justice system does create deviance as a result of




The problem of delinquency among juveniles has become one
of the major criminal problems within this country. Juveniles
are committing more crimes of a serious nature than ever before.
Many theories have been developed in attempting to explain major
increases in juvenile crime but none have been more purposeful
than that of labeling.
Labeling theory attempts to explain the increase in juvenile
crime through agencies of social control and not through the
juvenile delinquent. Essentially, the theory seems to indicate
that society creates the delinquent by giving the individual the
label of "delinquent." Once the label of "delinquent" is con¬
ferred upon the person, the youngster acts and responds in a de¬
viant way so as to live up to the label. Labeling theory essen-
tenially deals with rules and sanctions as well as with conse¬
quences of those rules and sanctions upon the individual. Label
ing theorists do not consider criminality a property inherent in
certain types of behavior but rather a status conferred upon a
person or persons who have been found to engage in the behavior.
1
Harvin L. Voss, Society, Delinquency, Delinquent Behavior
(Boston; Little, Boston and Company, Inc., 1970), p. 82.
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In order to understand the labeling theory, we must first
understand that the study of crime and criminals is of a rather
recent ventage.
One discovers in reviewing the literature, that earlier
theories dealing with the nature of deviance explains criminal
behavior strictly from a biological perspective. For example,
in the 1870's Cesare Lombroso, an amateur anthropologist, coined
the term "born criminal," in which he postulated that "such an
individual could be identified by physical characteristics, such
as; a symmetrical face, unusually large or small ears, a low
receding forehead, and prominent eyebrows, jawbones, and cheek-
2
bones." Today, some theorists still attempt to explain deviant
and criminal behavior on the basis of biological reasoning. For
instance, K. Lorenz, an ethologists, believes that all agression
3
is strictly innate. Lorenz based his studies on animal behavior
and not completely on human behavior. Human behavior is vastly
different especially when society establishes rules of conduct.
The major question of this thesis is whether or not those
rules of conduct as established by society does indeed increase
delinquency when we arrest, convict, release and then call the
person a delinquent.
2
Hans Toch, ed.. Psychology of Crime and Criminal Justice (New
York; Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1979), p. 152.
3




Although in reviewing the literature, one can find deviant
causation from a biological perspective, historically, the greater
number of theories dealing with deviance, as it relates to crimi¬
nal behavior, have aimed at looking at the individual in relation
4
to his environment. The central premise of Robert Merton's theory
of anomie, for example, deals with how the social structure exerts
pressures on some persons to behave in nonconforming rather than
5
conforming ways. Besides these theories, other sociological theor¬
ies of deviance, such as the subcultural theories, attempt to ex¬
plain deviant behavior based on certain characteristic features
6
of different social classes. Further, Richard Cloward and Lloyd
Ohlin's theory of differential opportunity asserts that "pressures
for deviant behavior are construed as a function of access to both
7
legitimate and illegitimate opportunity structures." In addition,
to these theories of deviance, many others have been formulated




Sue T. Reid, Crime and Criminology (New York; Holt Rinehart
and Winston, 1978), p. 363.
5
Robert Merton, "Social Structure and Anomie," American Socio-
logical Review (October, 1938), pp. 672-682.
6
Marshall B. Clinard, ed., Anomie and Deviant Behavior (New York:
Free Press of Glenoe, 1964), p. 182.
7
Ibid. , p. 28.
8
See Thourten Sellin's Culture Conflict Theory, Edwin H. Suther¬
land's, "Theory of Differential Association," just to name a few.
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In addition to the sociological theories, psychologists
attempt to explain deviant and criminal behavior from the stand¬
point of the individual in relation to unconscious mental con¬
flict, especially as it relates to the personality and psycho¬
logical functioning of that individual. Freudian psychoanalyst,
for instance, insist that man's deviant nature is mainly controlled
by unconscious internal conflict, which Sigmund Freud understood
9
as the id, ego, and superego. Modern day psychologists attempt to
explain deviance as being derivative from internal conscious and
unconscious conflict especially as it relates to the personality
10
of the individual.
Emergence of the Labeling Perspective
From the research gathered it appears that many different
types of theories have been formulated in order to understand
the nature of human deviance. As the literature indicates, the
earlier theories, being biological in nature and other tradi¬
tional theories deriving from a psychological and sociological
perspectives, relate to internal and external factors as directly
or indirectly influencing the individual's behavior.
Over the last two decades a sociological theory of deviance
emerged that defy the traditional approaches to deviance discussed
9
See K. Frieldlander, The Psychoanalytic Approach to Juvenile
Delinquency (New York: International Universities Press, Inc.,
1947).
10
See John Gynn and David P. Farrington, eds., Abnormal Offenders,
Delinquency, and the Criminal Justice System (New York: John Wiley
and Sons, 1982 ).
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above. This theory, the labeling perspective, emphasizes societal
reaction to deviance as a model of causation instead of attributing
the cause to the traditional environmental influences or charac¬
teristics of the juveniles. That is, labeling theorists explain
behavior from the nature of social controllers such as police,
courts and other social agencies and not from the standpoint of the
individual. Labeling theorists believe that society creates de¬
ll
viant behavior by the way they react to the juvenile themselves.
Further, labeling theorists assume that "those who engage in de¬
viant behavior and are apprehended, labeled and sanctioned as de¬
viant are more likely to obtain a deviant identity than are their
12
counterparts who are not 'possessed' by social control agencies.
Statement of the Problem
The major issue is whether or not the labeling of a youth as
a "juvenile delinquent" actually contributes to further delinquency
or inhibits delinquency.
The labeling perspective which stresses deviance as being
created or caused by the "process of social definition," has been
13
the subject of much controversy. The critics of the labeling
11
John R. Hepburn, "The Role of the Audience in Deviant Behavior
and Deviant Identity." Sociology and Social Research, p. 59
(July, 1975).
12
Gwynn Nettler, Explaining Crime, 2nd ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Co., 1978), pp. 275-305; Paul F. Cromwell, et al, Introduction
to Juvenile Delinquency (New York: West Publishing Company, 1978),
pp.87-106.
13
Edward Sagarin, Deviants and Deviance: An Introduction to the
Study of Disvalued People and Behavior (New York: Praeger Publis-
hers, 1975), p. 121.
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perspective attempt to explain crime and deviance from the pre¬
mises of other theories, and do not accept the labeling perspec¬
tive as an adequate explanation with respect to delinquency causa¬
tion. The critics of the labeling approach reject the theory as a
cause for explaining juvenile delinquency because the causation of
14
deviance is shifted from the juvenile to society itself. That is,
the approach rejects the traditional theories relating to deviant
causation as it relates to genetic, psychological, or sociological
factors. The main thrust of this theory centers on the nature of
15
social rules and the individual who control such rules.
Kai Erikson, an advocate of the labeling approach, explains
the shift that has created a stir among the critics of this
perspective, he states:
"Deviance is not a property inherent in
certain forms of behavior, it is a pro¬
perty conferred upon those forms by the
audiences which directly or indirectly
witness them. Sociologically, the cri¬
tical variable is the social audience ...
since it is the audience which eventually
describes whether or not any given action
or actions will become a visible case of
deviation."16
According to research, society's reaction to delinquency beha¬
vior (called the social audience by Erikson above) is the most
14
Gwynn Nettler, Explaining Crime, p. 277.
15
Ivan Taylor, et al., The New Criminology for a Social Theory of
Deviance (London: Routledge, Kegan and Paul, 1973), p. 140.
16
Kai T. Erikson, "Notes on the Sociology of Deviance," Social
Problems, 9 (Spring, 1962), p. 308.
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17
important element of labeling theory. Again, with respect to
societal reaction labeling theorists believe that agencies of
control may actually create deviance instead of serving as a
18
rehabilitative mechanism as they were designed to do. That is,
these institutions of control, such as police, juvenile court and
other facilities, create deviance by viewing and labeling a youth
as such. Howard Becker, a proponent of the labeling perspective
capatilizes on this point quite well; he states:
"Deviance is created by society. I do
not mean this in the way it is ordinarily
understood, in which the causes of de¬
viance are located in the social situa¬
tion of the deviant or in social factors
which prompt his action. I mean rather
that social groups create deviance by
making rules whose infraction constitutes
deviance, and by applying those rules to
particular people and labeling them out¬
siders. From this point of view, deviance
is not a quality of the act the person
commits, but rather a consequence of the
application by others of rules and sanc¬
tions to an offender. The deviant is one
to whom that label has successfully been
applied; deviant behavior is behavior
that people so label. 19
The above statement as stated by Becker directly challenges the
traditional theories and perspectives as they relate to crime and
deviant causation. As noted earlier, the labeling perspective
17
Paul F. Cromwell, et al., p. 87.
18
Jill J. Quadagno and Robert J. Antonio, "Labeling Theory as an
Over Socialized Conception of Man; The Case of Mental Illness,"
Sociology and Social Research, 60 (October, 1975), pp. 33-45.
19
Howard S. Becker, Outsiders: Studies in the Sociology of De¬
viance (New York; Free Press, 1963), p. 9.
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shifted the blame, with respect to deviant causation, from the
individual (traditional theories) to society. That is to say,
the juvenile delinquent would not be considered delinquent
based on his actions, but only because society and social con¬
trollers (the social audience) have perceived his action as such.
It is this assumption, that the process of labeling may actually
reinforce or create deviant behavior, that has created a contro¬
versial issue with respect to the labeling perspective. As
stated before, the critics of the labeling perspective attempt
to explain crime and deviance from the premises of other theories
and do not accept the labeling perspective as an adequate expla¬
nation with respect to explaining the causes to delinquent be¬
havior.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to critically examine the issues
and concerns surrounding the labeling perspective in order to de¬
termine its theoretical validity. The issues will be critically
examined along with the major tenets, assumptions and issues of
the labeling perspective in order to determiine the general impli¬
cations of the theory as it relates to juvenile delinquency.
Methodology
The present study seeks to analyze the labeling perspective
in relation to juvenile delinquency. This will be done by examin
ing all pertinent data relating to the labeling perspective. The
analysis will focus primarily on the controversial issues with
-9-
respect to the labeling perspect. This critical analysis will be
directed at the last two decades, beginning with the early 60's
to the present.
The writer seeks to examine whatever literature can be found
on the labeling perspective (both empirical and theoretical).
This examination will be derived primarily from secondary data
sources which will include reviews in sociology and criminology
journals, as well as magazines and newsletters.
The research area of the labeling perspective has an abund¬
ance of literature and it will be virtually impossible to examine
all literature in this area, but as much literature as possible




The labeling perspective is known by various names, such as,
the interactionist theory, societal reaction, social-definition,
1
and symbolic interaction. The theory, it appears, has its roots
in the symbolic interactionist theory of deviance. This theory
maintains "that it is not possible to understand crime merely by
studying criminals but that crime must be seen in the context of
the entire criminalization process; that is, the process of de-
2
fining special people and actions as criminals." As noted ear¬
lier, this is essentially the central concern of the labeling
perspective, that studying the criminals themselves will not
solve the problem of crime and deviance, because the criminals
are not exactly where crime and deviance originate in the first
place. The interactionist theorists further state that "the
distinguishing characteristic of deviants is that there is some
form of negative 'social reaction' that is, society in general
3
treats these people as different and somehow 'bad'."
1
Charles S. Suchar, Social Deviance Perspective and Prospects
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1978), p. 278; Gwynn
Nettler, Explaining Crime, 2nd ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1978) , pp. 275-305; Edward Sagarin, Deviants and De¬
viance: An Introduction to the Study of Disvalued People and
Behavior (New York: Praeqer Publishers, 1975).
2
George B. Void, Theoretical Criminology, 2nd ed. (New York:




From the research given above, one can see the correlation
between the interactionist theory and labeling theory. Of course
the important element that links these two theories together is
the idea of 'social reaction' in terms of crime and criminals.
Major Innovators
Although the labeling perspective is derived from the inter¬
actionist theory of deviance, it literally came into being over
two decades ago from the themes of Howard Becker and Edwin Lemert
both theorists believe that society contributes to deviant be¬
havior by the manner in which it reacts toward the juvenile.
According to Becker, "deviant behavior is behavior that people
4
so label." Lemert, who coined the concept of primary and secon¬
dary deviance (which will be discussed later) in terms of the
labeling perspective states:
"
...we start with the idea that persons
and groups are differentiated in various
ways, some of which result in social
penalties, rejection, and segregation
The penalties and segregative reaction
of society or the community are dynamic
factors which increase, decrease, and
conditions the form which the initial
differentiation or deviation takes ...
The deviant person is one whose role,
status, function and self definition are
importantly shaped by how much deviation
he engages in, by the degree of his social
visibility, by the particular exposure he
has to societal reaction and the nature
and strength of the societal reaction."5
4
Howard Becker, Outsider (New York: The Free Press, 1963).
5
Edwin Lemert, Social Pathology (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1951)
pp. 22-23.
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As with the interactionist perspective, at the heart of both
Becker's and Lemert's themes are the concept of societal reaction
and definitions to deviance behavior; that is the way that society
responds to the individual's behavior.
Other Innovators
Although the labeling perspective came into existent from the
themes of Lemert and Becker over two decades ago, the approach can
be viewed as early as the 1930's from the works of Frank Tamnenbaum;
with regards to labeling, he states:
"The process of making the criminal, there¬
fore, is a process of tagging, defining,
identifying, segregating, describing, em¬
phasizing, making conscious and self-con¬
scious; it becomes a way of stimulating,
suggesting, emphasizing, and evoking the
very traits that are explained of ... the
person becomes the thing he is described
as being."6
In similar vein, Kitsuse, a contemporary advocate of the label¬
ing perspective, states that "in modern society that socially signi¬
ficant differentiation of deviants from nondeviants is increasingly
contingent upon circumstance of situation, place, social and per¬




Frank Tamnenbaum, Crime and the Community (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1938).
7
John I. Kitsuse, "Societal Reaction to Deviant Behavior: Problems
of Theory and Method," Social Problems, 9 (Winter, 1962), pp. 247-
256.
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From reviewing the literature, one can see that from Tamnenbaum
to present day society, the theme of the labeling perspective is
basically the same: society creating and producing deviants as a
result of their perceptions of such individuals as such. In addi¬
tion to the themes discussed above, Kai Erikson, Edwin Shur, Thomas
Scheff, along with other contemporary advocates, have elaborated
8
on the labeling perspective.
8
Kai T. Erikson, "Notes on the Sociology of Deviance," Social Pro¬
blems , 9 (Spring, 1962), pp. 307-313; E. Schur, Labeling Deviant
Behavior (New York: Harper and Row, 1971); T. J. Scheff, "The
Labeling of Mental Illness, American Sociological Review, 39
(June, 1974), pp. 444-451; Richard D. Schwarz and James Skolnick
"Two Studies of Legal Stigma," Social Problems, 10 (Fall 1963);
Albert K. Cohen, Deviance and Social Control (New Jersey: Prentice-




LABELING THEORY AND JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
Philosophy of the Juvenile Court
According to research, the juvenile court was created for
1
the purpose of protecting and rehabilitating the youth. The
basic philosophy of the juvenile court is based on the doctrine
2
of parents patriae; in which the goal of the court is to protect
the welfare of the youth. It can be further noted that the "basic
purpose of the court was to protect the child from the stigma at-
3
tached to the proceedings in a criminal court. According to
Hirschi, "juvenile justice was explicitly constructed to give the
kindly agents of the state a relatively free hand in dealing with
the problems of children. This system was authorized to take in-
4
to account the needs of the child..."
Although the juvenile court was created in order to protect
and support the juvenile, many advocates of the labeling theory
5
believe that this is no longer the case. That is, they believe
that there is disparity between the philosophy of the court and
1
Sue T. Reid, Crime and Criminology, 2nd ed. (New York: Holt,






Walter Gove, The Labeling of Deviance, 2nd ed. (Beverly Hills, CA
Sage Publications, Inc., 1980), p. 274.
5
Edward Schur, Labeling Deviant Behavior (New York: Harper and Row,
1971).
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actual procedure of the court. Instead of the labeling theorists
viewing the juvenile justice system as rehabilitative in nature,
it is viewed as a creator of deviance and crime. Fetrow states
the basic concern of labeling theorists exactly;
"The process through which the
juvenile becomes labeled a
criminal is a dehumanizing ex¬
perience. Detention facili¬
ties restrict the juveniles
freedom which causes a loss of
self-esteem."6
Further, if a person is treated like a criminal chances are he
will become one. By the process of labeling, the police and courts
have the power to produce and reinforce criminal behavior patterns
7
and self-images. Whether or not the juvenile justice system does
create deviance as a result of labeling, which is a controversial
issue, will be the central matter of this discussion.
Stereotype of the Juvenile
As discussed above, the labeling theorists do not believe that
the juvenile justice system actually serves to protect or rehabili¬
tate the youth according to the intended purposes of the juvenile
court. According to labeling theorists, one method by which the
6
Robert Fetrow and Anne Fetrow, "How a Pre-trail Facility Can
Destroy the Self-Esteem of the Juvenile," International Journal
of Offenders Therapy and Comparative Criminology, 18, 1974,
pp. 277-232.
7
Paul F. Cromwell, et al, Introduction to Juvenile Delinquency,
Text and Reading (New York: West Publishing Company, 1978), pp.
87-106.
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juvenile court has failed in this area is by stereotyping the ju¬
venile. The theorists believe that the juvenile justice system
has basic concepts and ideas of who actually constitutes a delin¬
quent individual (see Figure 1). In this instance, demeanor is
viewed as the major factor that results in differential arrest
rates and labeling of youth as delinquent. For instance, one
element of the stereotype is that "the delinquent is tough, mean,
8
and disrespectful of authority." According to this statement,
the juvenile is tagged a delinquent on the basis of appearance.
STEREOTYPE OF THE JUVENILE
Type Stereotype







FIGURE 1: (Adopted from Trevor Bennett, "The Social
Distribution of Criminal Labels," British
Journal of Criminology, 19 (April, 1979),
pp. 134-145
According to Piliavin and Briar, "Negroes and boys whose appear¬
ance marked the delinquent stereotype were more frequently stopped
8
Travis Hirschi, "Labeling Theory and Juvenile Delinquency; An
Assessment of the Evidence," in Walter Gove's Labeling of Deviance,
2nd ed., Beverly Hills, CA, Sage Publications, Inc., 1980, p. 283.
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and interrogated by patrolmen often in the absence of evidence that
an offense had been committed, and usually were given more serious
9
dispositions for the same violations." In the same vein, Cicourel
states "(Blacks are) prime suspects whenever there are crimes with-
10
out suspects." Simply stated, labeling theorists believe that
the juvenile justice system ascertains some individuals as delin¬
quent based on a delinquency model or stereotype of their own
imaginations. Based on this assumption, one can begin to see one
aspect of the labeling theorists argument, that juveniles are appre
hended and prosecuted soley on their demeanor.
What Labeling Does to the Juvenile
Once a juvenile actually receives labels such as incorrigible,
delinquent, or once he has been officially declared a delinquent by
the juvenile justice system this leads to an increase in deviant
11
behavior. This deviant label is also maintained when the individ¬
ual is further stigmatized by society, peers, family, and when he
12
finally accepts the label himself. (See Figure 2.)
9
S. Briar and I. Piliavin, "Police Encounter with Juveniles,"
American Journal of Sociology, 70, pp. 206-214.
10
A. Cicourel, The Social Organization of Juvenile Justice (New
York: John Wiley, 1968), p. 215.
11
Erving, Coffman, Stigma (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1963)
Briar and Piliavin, "Police Encounters With Juveniles."
12
E. Rubington and M. Weinberg, Deviance: The Internationalist
Perspective (New York: MacMillian, 1968).
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FIGURE 2; (Adopted from Richard L. Henshel and Robert A. Silverman,
Perception in Criminology (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1975), p. 163.
The impact of labeling upon the youth can be further explained
in the following manner:
1) Before youths are officially labeled as delin¬
quent, their delinquent identity is of little
importance to themselves and to others.
2) The delinquency becomes relevant once they are
branded by the system through official processing
and stigmatized through imprisonment.
3) The final results, according to the theory,
results in harmless delinquent acts resulting
in criminal careers.13
One can see why the labeling theory has created such a con¬
troversial issue. It appears that the labeling theorists do not
13
Sue Suzanne Aageton and Delbert S. Elliott, "The Effects of
Legal Processing on Delinquent Orientation," Social Problems, 22
(October, 1974), pp. 87-100: "The Effects of Social Control on
Delinquent Behavior: A Longitudinal Test," Sociological Focus,
12 (January, 1979), p.59.
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in any manner consider that the individual could be influenced by
cultural, social or psychological factors within himself and the
immediate environment, but the individual is only delinquent as




The process of labeling involves many factors; and before the
process can be fully understood, all these factors must be examined.
In this part of the analysis the labeling process will be examined
as it relates to the self image or self concept of the individual,
family and peers or significant others, and the individual as it
relates to primary and secondary deviation; all of which are impor¬
tant aspects of the labeling process.
The Self Concept and Significant Others
Essentially, the self concept is what you think of yourself in
relation to what others think of you. According to Lynch "the
self concept can be viewed as part of a feedback loop, affecting
and being affected by the individual's experiences in his social
1
environment." It can be said that a person is not born with a
certain conception of himself, but his attitudes about self are
instead molded and formed by others in his environment. Like
Lynch, Mead also believes that the individual's environment is
reflected in his self concept, he states; "the individual's self
is shaped, developed, and controlled by his anticipating and
2
assuring the attitudes and definitions of others toward him."
1
Ralph Hyatt, "Mental Labels and Tattoos," Journal of Educational
Psychology, 106 (August, 1977), p. 349.
2
James A. Bank and Jean P. Crambs, ed.. Black Self Concept (New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1972), p. 89.
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Specifically speaking, not just any one in the individual's environ¬
ment determines his perception of self, but those individuals who are
most important to him; such as parents, peers and those in authori¬
tative positions, such as teachers, pastors and other significant
individuals. These individuals can sometimes have a tremendous
impact on one's self concept and subsequent behavior. Rosenberg
states "significant others such as mothers, fathers, siblings, and
peers are precisely the opinions that count most to a youth, and
who, as research indicates, most powerfully affects his self
3
esteem.
Also, research has shown, in terms of labeling theory, that a
person's perception of self often governs his actions. According
to research;
"Human action is particularly affected
by three definitions...These include a
definition of himself, a definition of
the society in which he lives, and a de¬
finition of his situation within that
society. The person may define himself
as handsome or cowardly, as a kindly
doctor or faithful spouse or a worth¬
less bum, or all of these. The person
will then act toward himself according
to the meaning he has for himself...
The image each person has of himself is
constructed primarily through his in¬
terpretation of the way other people
see or define him."4
3
Moore Rosenberg, Conceiving the Self (New York; Basic Books, Inc.
1979), p. 137.
4
George B. Void, Theoretical Criminology, 2nd ed. (New York;
University Press, 1979), pp. 253-258.
Oxford
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Based on the passage above, one cansee how labeling theo-
ists derived the idea of labeling as it relates to deviant careers.
Simply stated, when youths are labeled deviant, bad or dumb by signi¬
ficant others, they will begin to display this behavior whether
this label is actually true or not, and within the labeling frame¬
work social controllers are considered to be significant to others.
Youths and Labeling
Up to this point, it can be said that an individual's self
concept is a product of his environment and that environment does
have a tendency to determine his actions and behavior. This is a
critical issue with respect to youth because research has shown that
youths are more vulnerable to labeling (as compared to adult), be¬
cause many youths are often uncertain of their own identities and
5
they are yet searching and seeking for a sense of identity.
According to Hyatt, there are five basic axions for maintaining
negative mental labels, they are:
1. The younger the person receiving the initial
tattoo (label), the stronger the inprint.
2. The more intense the initial inprint, the
greater the holding power.
3. The greater the frequency of the inprint
(label), the better the holding power.
4. Parents have the most powerful inprint
(labeling) potential on their children.
5. The larger the number of people making
a similar or equivalent inprint the
greater the holding power.6
5
John Powell, A Reason to Livel A Reason to Die! (U.S. Argus
Communications (1972).
6
Ralph Hyatt, p. 82
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From the information given by Hyatt, one can see how labels can
be truly powerful and quite effective when applied under certain
circumstances. In addition, it can be said that labels are even
more powerful and detrimental when coming from more than one source
in the youth's environment. This correlates exactly with the
labeling perspective, for example, labeling theorists believe that
if a young person is labeled a delinquent, 'bad' or 'good-for-
nothing' again and again over an extended period of time, the
young individual will begin to integrate these labels as a result
7
and reflect them in his or her behavioral pattern.
Labeling, Stereotype, and the Juvenile Justice System
The issue that is most pertinent to this discussion is that
labeling theorists believe that youths obtain their self concepts
and subsequent personalities from significant others; this is
especially true as it relates to social controllers such as police
officers, judges, and probation officers within the juvenile justice
8
system. This issue being one of the major tenets of the perspec¬
tive, correlates with the idea held by labeling theorists that many
youths are misrepresented within the system. They believe that
this misrepresentation is derived primarily from stereotypical con¬
cepts held by most of the social controllers and not on actual rule¬




Gwynn Nettler, Explaining Crime, 2nd ed. (New York; McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1978), pp. 280-284.
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Tamnenbaum states; "the young delinquent becomes bad because he
9
is defined as bad and because he is not believed if he is good.
Many other labeling theorists agree with Tamnenbam with re¬
spect to labeling and the juvenile justice system. For instance,
it is said that within the juvenile justice system "the mechanisms
of selection for determining who will be labeled deviant and who
will be ignored seems to be related to social class ... delin¬
quents are those who are less fortunate than the rest of us. It
is not so much what a person does as who he is and how he does it,
that determines whether or not it is appropriate to call him a
10
deviant." In this instance the juvenile justice system is per¬
ceived as an institution of injustice, where demeanor determines
whether or not one will be perceived as a deviant.
Primary and Secondary Deviation
Primary and secondary deviation play an important role in the
labeling process. Lemert, one of the major advocates of the label¬
ing perspective, coined the concept of primary and secondary devi¬
ation. Research indicates that this concept has provoked more
11
criticism than any other concept within the labeling framework.
9
Tamnenbaun, Crime and the Community (New York; Columbia Univer¬
sity Press, 1938).
10
Daniel Katin, et al, Delinquent and the Juvenile Justice System
(Mass; Duxbury Press, 1976), pp. 57-58.
11
Charles S. Suchar, Social Deviance Perspective, and Prospects
(New York; Holt Rinehart and Winston, 1978), p. 224
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Lemert developed the difference between primary and secondary
12
deviation in his publication of Social Pathology. He believes,
along with other labeling theorists, that the process of social
control and societal reaction leads to deviance instead of curtail-
13
ing it. According to research, Lemert presented the concept of
secondary deviation to point out the significant of societal re¬
action in the etiology of crime and deviance. Lemert explains
primary and secondary deviation in this manner.
Primary - deviance arising out of the situations
and circumstances of the person's life.
Secondary - deviation generated by the person's
definition of himself. 14
(see Figure 3)
In reviewing the definition given by Lemert one can see how the
concept of secondary deviation is similar to the idea of the self
concept and significant others presented earlier in this discussion.
Secondary deviation does not happen over night, but according
to Lemert there are definite actions which lead from primary to
secondary deviation; he states:
1. an act of primary deviation occurs
2. society reacts by instituting repressive
measures against the actor
3. the result is a feedback cycle involving
more deviations, more penalties
12
Edwin Lemert, Social Pathology (New York; McGraw-Hill, 1951),
pp. 22-23.
13
Richard L. Henshel and Robert A. Silverman, Perceptions in




4. Still more deviations.
5. Hostilities and resentment against those
penalizing are built up.
6. Resulting in official reactions which
label and stigmatize the offender.
7. Thereby, justifying even greater penal¬
ties and restricting the actor's opportuni¬
ties for changing his role.
8. Ultimately both sides accept the actor's
deviant status. A career of systematic


















FIGURE 3; Lemert's Model of Primary-Secondary Deviance. Adopted
from Larry J. Siegel and Joseph J. Senna, Juvenile
Delinquency (Theory, Practice, and Law), New York:
West Publishing Company, 1981, p. 197.
Here again, lies the reason Lemert's theory of primary and
seconary deviation has provoked much criticism, the blame is
15
Paul F. Cromwell, et al, Introduction to Juvenile Delinquency
Text and Readings (New York; McGraw-Hill), p. 89.
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shifted and the individual is no longer held responsible for
his deviation, but official reaction and definitions of society,





From the present investigation, and according to other re¬
searchers, little empirical testing has been conducted with
respect to the labeling perspective and this is especially true
1
in the area of juvenile justice. The theory of labeling is
conducted in this area and will be presented in this present
chapter.
Measuring Labeling
In reviewing the experimentation that has been conducted in
this area, it was found that many researchers had difficulty with
2
testing the theory empirically. One problem that appears to be
common among researchers is the problem of measuring labeling.
That is, the researchers have problems in determining what
actually constitutes labeling in order to measure the phenonmena.
Commenting on this problem. Tittle has said;
"Many researchers have assumed that
the imposition of any sanction or
any official act of negative classi¬
fication constitutes labeling which
could be any number of the follow¬
ing: imprisonment, hospitalization,
being convicted or fined for drunken
driving, being convicted of a felony.
1
Daniel Katkin, et al., Delinquency and The Juvenile Justice System
(Mass; Duxbury Press, 1976), p. 57.
2
Charles R. Tittle, "Labeling and Crime; An Empirical Evaluation,"
in Walter Gove's, The Labeling of Deviance, 2nd ed. (CA; Sage Publi¬
cations, Inc., 1980), p. 243.
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being dishonorably discharged from
the military and being classified as
an alcoholic have been accepted as
indicators of labeling.3
For the purpose of this presentation, this discussion will only
concern itself with the labeling indicators which directly relate
to the juvenile especially in terms of the juvenile justice system.
Labeling Assumptions
In order to better understand the labeling hypothesis, the
major assumptions of this hypothesis must be discussed. Some of
the labeling assumptions have been briefly stated throughout this
discussion, but for the purpose of clarity, these assumptions will
be presented in this part of the discussion.
From the research gathered it appears that the labeling assump¬
tions are many and vary among labeling theorists. However, the
central thrust of these assumptions is the argument that societal
reaction is the primary cause of delinquency. The following assump¬
tions were reviewed for the purpose of this discussion:
1. Agencies of social control by a process
of 'typing' tend to categorize individuals
according to various criteria, such as race,
demeanor and dress.





3. People are labeled as deviant primarily
as a consequence of their societal attri¬
butes with the most important one being
their lack of resources and power.
4. Reacting to persons as if they were deviant
is the major cause of deviant identities and
lifestyles.4
Clarence Schrag, a contemporary labeling theorists, proposed similar
assumptions:
1. No act is intrinsically criminal. It is the
law that makes an act a crime.
2. A person does not become a criminal by vio¬
lating the law. He is designated a criminal
by the reaction of authorities.
3. Only a few people are caught in violation of
the law though many may be equally guilty.
4. While the sanction used in law enforcement are
directed against the total person and not only
the criminal act. The penalties vary accord¬
ing to the characteristcs of the offender ...
5. Criminal sanctions also vary according to other
characteristics of the offender, and for any
given offense they tend to be most frequent
and most severe among male, the young, the
unemployed or underemployed, the poorly edu¬
cated , members of the lower classes, members
of minorities transients, and residents of
deteriorated urban areas.
6. Criminal justice is found on a stereotyped
conception of the criminal as a pariah, a
willful wrongdoer who is normally bad and
deserving of the community's condemnation.
4
See Richard H. Ward, "Labeling Theory: A Critical Analysis"
(August-November, 1971), pp. 268-289, J. Lofland, "Deviance and
Identity" (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1969).
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7. Confronted by public condemnation and the
label of an evil man, it may be difficult
for an offender to maintain a favorable
image of himself.5
Empirical Analysis
Are minorities subject to a greater risk of being arrested than
their white counterparts? Are some youths more likely to be labeled
delinquent based on their manner of dress or because they meet a
certain delinquent stereotype or mode? Is is possible for a certain
class of individuals, i.e., the lower class or the poorly educated,
to be discriminated against by the juvenile justice system because
of their lack of power? According to the assumptions stated above,
labeling theorists would believe that such questions could possibly
be true. Whether are not these assumptions are supported empiri¬
cally will be examined in the following discussion.
Police Work
The majority of the research conducted in this area demon¬
strates a tendency to support the labeling perspective. For in¬
stance, a study conducted by Ageton and Elliott of the juvenile
and police contact displayed an increase in delinquent conduct
6
compared with their peers who had no such contact. The research
5
Ronald L. Akers, "Problems in the Sociology of Deviance, Social
Definitions and Behavior," Social Forces, 4 (June, 1968), pp. 455-
465.
6
Suzanne Ageton and Delbert Elliott, "The Effects of Legal Proces¬
sing on Delinquent Orientation," Social Problems, 22 (October, 1974),
pp. 87-100.
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design in this particular study involved a secondary data analysis
of data previously collected in connection with a six-year longi-
tundinal study of delinquent and school dropouts in eight California
secondary schools. The study group was composed of 2,617 youths.
According to Ageton and Elliott, the findings indicate that over
a four-year period youth with police contacts show a significant
7
increase in delinquent orientation.
A similar study, "Police Encounter with Juveniles," deals
with stereotypes held by police. Scott Briar and Irving Piliavin,
considered the role of stereotypes held by the police in determining
whom they would eventually apprehend.
The data for this study consisted primarily of notes based on
nine months of observations of all juvenile officers in one police
department. The researchers accompanied the officer while on duty
and recorded both the responses of the officers and the juveniles
appenhended.
Briar and Piliavin found that certain individuals were more
apt to be apprehended by police than others. The authors found
that the way a youth dresses, his race and his demeanor influence
8
whether or not the youth was actually arrested. For example, they
found that blacks were more frequently stopped and interrogated




Piliavin and Briar, "Police Encounters with Juveniles," American
Journal of Sociology, 70 (September, 1964), p. 206.
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of evidence that an offense had been actually committed. Lastly,
they found that blacks were usually given more serious dispositions
9
for the same violation.
Another study, which does not strongly support the labeling
hypothesis, is one conducted by Trevor Bennett. The objective of
this study was to establish whether police did discriminate against
juveniles from least powerful families. The data consisted of re¬
search collected from juvenile police in London in which a sample
of 984 juvenile offenders from the juvenile bureau files were selec¬
ted. Of this sample the final disposition for youths whose fathers
had non-manual occupations and those having manual occupations were
compared. From this research the relationship between the decision
to summon an offender to court and his/her social class was invest¬
gated .
Bennett found that in terms of serious offenses, the police
summoned to court a proportionately equal number of working-class
and middle-class offenders. With the least serious offenses, a
greater number of juveniles, whose fathers had manual occupations,
were summoned to court. Therefore, this study only supports the
labeling perspective as it relates to 'type' of offense. The author
concluded that it was unlikely that the slight working class over re¬
presentation in terms of court appearance came about from the police
10




Trevor Bennett, "The Social Distribution of Criminal Labels," British
Journal of Criminology (April, 1974), p. 144.
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Another study examined, which partially supports labeling, is
the one conducted by Kevin Malcolm, "Labeling, Deterrence and Reci¬
divism; A Study of Police Disposition of Juvenile Offenders." The
data for this study was derived from a series of studies conducted in
219 police agencies in Los Angeles County. The objective of this
study was to investigate diversion rates by police in order to
determine the proportion of arrested juveniles who are released by
the police rather than inserted further into the juvenile justice
system.
The authors found a positive association between labeling or
stigmatization and subsequent increase in the offending behavior.
Also, the data suggested that the effects of labeling are cumulative
with each arrest, which does support Lemert's secondary deviance
11
model.
Courts, Corrections, and Probation
As stated earlier, most of the research in the area of juvenile
delinquency and labeling, has been conducted in the area of police
work. Research that has been conducted in other areas of the juve¬
nile justice system is even more limited in terms of empirical
testing. The pertinent testing conducted in the other areas will be
examined in the upcoming discussion.
11
Kevin Malcolm, "Labeling, Deterrence and Recidivism: A Study of
Police Disposition of Juvenile Offenders," Social Problems, 22
(December, 1974), pp. 292-303.
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Beginning with the court system, a study was conducted by David
Farrington entitled: "The Effects of Public Labels." The data was
collected from the Cambridge Study of Delinquent Development. The
analysis was based on 383 youths who completed self-reported delin¬
quency reports. With respect to the labeling perspective the follow
ing hypothesis was tested: individuals who are publicly labeled
12
will increase their deviant behavior as a result of being labeled.
The author found that in agreement with the hypothesis, the
youths who were guilty in court had significantly increased self-
report delinquency scores. Further, it was found that youths who
were convicted more than once showed greater deviance amplifi¬
cation, but types of labeling other than criminal convictions had
13
no amplification.
The next study to be examined in the area of the juvenile court
is the one conducted by Ferdinand and Luchterland. In this study a
random sample of 1,525 teenagers in six inner-city neighborhoods
were selected by means of both interviews and questionnaires. This
analysis was guided by three questions:
1. What is the treatment accorded black and white
tennagers by the police and juvenile court?
2. Are there any differences in the values, atti¬
tudes, or social backgrounds of black and white
delinquents that might account for the treatment
accorded them by the court and police?
12
David P. Farrington, "The Effects of Public Labels," The British




3. Are these differences unique to our delin¬
quent sample; are they paralleled by dif¬
ferences in the broader, non-delinquent
sample as well?14
The results of this study strongly supports the labeling perspective.
The authors indicated that black teenagers are labeled as delinquents
by the police and referred to the juvenile court disproportionately
15
more often than their white counterparts.
The last study to be examined covers the areas of corrections
and probations within the juvenile justice system. This study, con¬
ducted by Bliss, examines the effects of the juvenile justice system
on the self esteem of youths that have passed through the system.
The study was conducted using three groups: (1) juvenile delin¬
quents in a detention facility, (2) juvenile delinquents on proba¬
tion, and (3) non-delinquents. Each group was given a questionnaire
in order to determine the level of their self concepts. Also, study
groups were matched in terms of age, sex, race, and in part, social
class.
The following hypothesis was generated from the labeling assump¬
tion: the authors predicted that the delinquents in detention would
have the most negative self concept, followed by delinquents on pro¬
bation, and that non-delinquents would have a more positive self
14
Theodore Ferdinand and Elmer Luchterland, "Inner-City Youth, the





concept. It was found that as hypothesized, "non-delinquents had
the most favorable overall self concept, followed by delinquents,
16
and finally, the delinquents in detention." This study is re¬
levant because the authors concluded that the delinquents in deten¬
tion and probation view themselves in much the same way that society
sees them. That is, they see themselves as undesirable people, and
they do not like or respect themselves as much as the non-delin-
17
quents. From the author's concluding statements one can see how
self concept, which comes from societal reaction, greatly affects
delinquent conduct and behavior.
In this particular chapter, the labeling perspective was in¬
vestigated with respect to empirical testing. The problems of
measuring labelings, the labeling assumptions, along with testing
conducted in the juvenile justice system, were discussed. The
full impact of the findings of this particular chapter will be
discussed in Chapter VII.
16
Dennis C. Bliss, The Effects of the Juvenile Justice System on the






As noted earlier, there has been much criticism directed at
1
the labeling hypothesis. In this particular section, the major
criticisms will be examined in light of the labeling perspective.
From reviewing the literature there appears to be several main
criticisms that were prevalent among the many critics of the label¬
ing perspective; they are:
1. Little Empirical Research
Of all the criticism, this one was cited most often
in all the literature reviewed. In fact, research
has shown that the most trenchant criticism of label¬
ing is that it is almost entirely a theoretical
2
perspective. Many other critics appear to agree
3
with this statement. Although some empirical re¬
search has been conducted in this area, critics of
1
Ronald L. Akers, "Problems in the Sociology of Deviance; Social
Definitions and Behavior," Social Forces, 46 (May, 1967), pp. 455-
456; Richard Ward, "The Labeling Theory: A Critical Analysis,"
Criminology (August-November, 1977), pp. 264-268; Albrech, Gay L. ,
"A Critical Assessment of Labeling in the Juvenile Justice System,"
4 (Fall, 1978).
2
Daniel Katin, et al., Delinquency and the Juvenile Justice System,
(Mass: Duxbury Press, 1976), p. 64.
3
See Ward, The Labeling Theory, p. 285; Malcolm W. Klein, Labeling,
Deterrence, and Recidivism: A Police Study of Disposition of Juvenile
Offenders, Social Problems, 22 (December, 1974), pp. 292-292
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labeling are quick to point out that "no study has
conclusively shown that agencies of social control
4
'create' delinquency."
2. Does Not Explain All Deviance
The second minor criticism that appeared over and over
again in the literature is that the labeling hypo¬
thesis does not explain all forms of delinquent be¬
havior. For instance, many critics have argued that
labeling could possibly explain deviance as it relates
to lower class citizens who are often stigmatized and
oppressed by society, but labeling does not hold true
5
in relation to white collar crimes. Further, it has
been pointed out that "societal reaction is not impor¬
tant in explaining the careers of corporate executives
who break anti-trust laws or government officials who
6
take bribes or produce watergates."
3. Failure to Explain Secret and Hidden Deviance
The third major criticism that was frequently cited
among the critics of the perspective is that of not
being able to explain secret deviance. For example.
4
Ward, The Labeling Theory, p. 285.
5
Daniel Katin, et al, p. 65.
6
Gwynn Nettler, Explaining Crime (New York; McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1978), pp. 275-305.
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opponents of the labeling approach have pointed
out that crimes are committed by certain individ¬
uals who are never apprehended and who are never
officially labeled by social controllers, and yet
7
they continue to participate in criminal behavior.
It has been further stated "that this perspective
may explain a great deal about juvenile delin¬
quency or homosexuality, but little about rape...
and armed robbery except when it is performed to
8
get money to support a drug habit.
The three criticisms discussed above were the ones most fre¬
quently noted in reviewing the literature. In addition to these
major ones, other criticisms, which were not as prevalent as the
ones stated above, have also been noted by opponents of the label¬
ing perspective. The following criticisms were noted in Nettler's
Expalining Crime;
1. Labeling theory does not explain the behavior
that leads to the application of labels.
2. When applied to the understanding of individ¬
ual behavior, the labeling hypothesis has low
predictive power.
7
Daniel, et al, Delinquency and Juvenile Justice, p. 65.
8
Edward Sagarin, Deviants and Deviance: An Introduction to the Study
of Disvalued People and Behavior (New York; Praeger Publishers, 1975),
p. 130; Paul F. Cromwell, et al, Introduction to Juvenile Delinquency
Text and Readings (New York: West Publishing Company, 1978, p. 81).
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3. The model of causation implicit in the label¬
ing hypothesis is questionable.
4. On the level of social concern, the labeling
hypothesis does not answer the perennial
9
question of crime.
Guadagno and Antonio (1975) further criticizes the labeling
perspective:
1. Labels may be imposed upon an individual,
but it is the person who must integrate
these definitions into his or her self
concept ... The person may simply reject
labels and self-definitions afforded by
others, an alternative largely uncon¬
sidered by labeling theorists.
2. Labeling theorists do little to suggest
the possible conditions and technique by
which individuals escape from deviant
10
roles.
Last to be presented in the critical analysis review is the
9
Gwynn Nettler, Explaining Crime, p. 201.
10
Jill S. Guadango and Robert J. Antonio, Labeling Theory as an Over-
socialized Conception of Man: The Case of Mental Illness, 60 (April,
1975) , p. 35.
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criticism noted by Robin in Gove's Labeling and Deviance^ Robins
states;
"All common forms of deviance (drug
use, theft, drinking, sexual promis¬
cuity, fighting) seems to drop off
with age, whether or not they have
been labeled and whether or not their
being labeled eventuated in the form
of treatment or punishment. This
dropping off of deviance argues
against labeling theory, because
the number of times one has been
labeled in a life time can only in¬
crease, not decrease, overtime."11
In this particular section of this discussion, several major cri
ticisms were presented, along with other minor ones; in order to
review the criticisms that have been directed at the labeling
hypothesis.
11
Lee N. Robins, "Alcoholism and Labeling Theory," Chapter 2 in
Walter Gove's, The Labeling of Deviance, 2nd ed. (CA; Sage Publ
cations, 1982), p. 37
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CHAPTER VII
GENERAL IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
This analysis is being presented in order to determine whether
or not the labeling perspective can stand as a theory of deviant
causation. The labeling hypothesis has created much controversy;
this controversy is based on the fact that the labeling theorists
reject the traditional approaches to explaining deviance, that is,
the labeling perspective shifts deviant causation from the delin¬
quent individual to society. Labeling theorists are saying that
we are in fact creating delinquents by the way we perceive such
individuals. Whether or not the labeling approach does hold as
a theory of deviance causation is the central issue of this dis¬
cussion.
Imbedded within the labeling hypothesis are issues that can¬
not be overlooked. For instance, it cannot be denied that there
is something inherently wrong with the Criminal Justice System in
America. This can be viewed in both the adult and juvenile justice
systems.
It is obvious, that within the juvenile justice system, there
is a heavy concentration of minorities traveling through the system.
Whether or not this heavy concentration is the result of precon¬
ceived ideas held by social controllers is yet to be proven. More
than likely, the average individual in American has certain ideas
concerning who or what constitute a delinquent individual. Whether
or not these preconceived ideas result in some youths being labeled
-44-
delinquent and others not being labeled is an issue that is dif¬
ficult to answer in terms of an empirical analysis.
I submit that the labeling hypothesis does have some frag¬
ments of truths therein, but subjective opinion is not enough to
justify this theory. However, before this theory can be justi¬
fied, that is, before it can be recognized as a theory of causation
in terms of juvenile delinquency, two very important issues must
be taken under consideration. These two concerns were discussed
in Chapter V, but so important are these issues in terms of label¬
ing, that they must be discussed here. Coming from the critical
analysis review, the two issues are:
1. Little Empirical Evidence
The empirical evidence presented in Chapter V
indicates that the testing conducted in the
area of juvenile justice as it relates to label¬
ling, strongly supports the labeling hypothe¬
sis. Upon first examining the data presented in
Chapter V, it does not appear to support the
labeling perspective as a model of deviance
causation, but after examining the data again
along with other relevant data, one finds that
this weakens. This is simply based on the fact
that although existing testing strongly supports
the perspective, it is not enough empirical evi¬
dence to conclusively support the theory.
One can note from Chapter V that of the
empirical testing that has been conducted, most
-45-
fall in the area of police work and all the
other areas of the juvenile justice system
are left wanting in terms of empirical testing.
2. Explaining Deviance
The second issue that must be addressed before
labeling hypothesis can be rendered a theory of
deviant causation, is that of explaining all
deviance. It was pointed out earlier that
the labeling hypothesis could possibly be
viewed as a model of deviant causation with
respect to minorities, the lower class, and
other powerless groups within the system, but
labeling theory does not explain white collar
crime, drug abuse, rape, and a few other
criminal acts. For instance, the labeling
perspective could not possibly explain why a
middle class white youth becomes a drug
abuser, or why certain individuals never
commit criminal acts, despite labeling.
These are the type of issues that must be
addressed if labeling is to succeed as a
theory of deviant causation.
In conclusion, until the issues discussed above are addressed,
the writer rejects the labeling perspective as a theory of causa¬
tion. It must be said that the central tenets, assumptions and
-46-
concerns of the labeling framework could possibly provide an ex¬
cellent model in terms of explaining deviant conduct, but without
empirical evidence, the labeling hypothesis will remain theory if
not a mere fallacy.
-47-
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